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Abstract

This paper describes a multi-domain text-to-speech (MD-TTS)
synthesis strategy for generating speech among different domains
and so increasing the flexibility of high quality TTS systems. To
that effect, the MD-TTS introduces a flexible TTS architecture that
includes an automatic domain classification module, which allows
MD-TTS systems to be implemented by different synthesis strate-
gies and speech corpus typologies. In this work, the performance
of a corpus-based MD-TTS system is subjectively validated by
means of several perceptual tests.
Index Terms: text-to-speech synthesis, general purpose, limited
domain, multi-domain TTS, speech corpus, domain classification,
automatic text classification.

1. Introduction
The final purpose of any Text-to-Speech (TTS) system is the gen-
eration of perfectlynatural synthetic speech from any input text.
To that effect, the capacity of processing unconstrained text has
historically taken priority over the naturalness of the message,
i.e. striving the flexibility of the application at the expense of
the achieved synthetic quality [1, 2] (aka general purpose TTS -
GP-TTS- systems) (see Approach Ain figure 1). In the course of
time, an opposite approach has prioritized the development of high
quality TTS systems by restricting the scope of the input text, i.e.
reducing the difficulty of the task [1] (Approach Bin figure 1),
giving rise to the so-called limited domain TTS (LD-TTS) synthe-
sis. Following this second approach, we introduced multi-domain
TTS (MD-TTS) synthesis in order to synthesize among different
domains with high synthetic speech quality [3]. By one hand, the
TTS task difficulty is increased due to the management of multi-
ple domains, and, by the other hand, the achieved speech quality
is equivalent to that of LD-TTS when the input text is assigned
to the correct domain. Thus, this approach can represent an ad-
vance towards perfect unconstrained speech synthesis (see figure
1). The MD-TTS strategy can constitute an added value factor
in any human-computer interaction (HCI) system with different
domains of communication, e.g. multi-domain dialog systems or
multimodal systems, such as talking heads, among others.

This paper firstly relates the MD-TTS approach to multi-
domain spoken language systems and previous multi-domain
speech corpus typologies. Secondly, the architecture and the main
contributions of the proposal are described. Then, the performance
of the MD-TTS system is evaluated in several perceptual tests
conducted on a corpus-based MD-TTS system that incorporates
a multi-domain Spanish speech corpus and the automatic domain
classification module described in [3]. Finally, we discuss several
issues related to the proposal, outlining future research directions.
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Figure 1: Different approaches to TTS research towards perfect
unconstrained speech synthesis, as a function of the task difficulty
and the obtained synthetic speech quality —adapted from [1, 2].

2. Related work
2.1. Multi-domain spoken language systems

The development of multi-domain applications is one of the new
research directions in spoken language systems (SLS) [4]. Most of
the SLS, excluding general purpose dictation systems, operate over
a finite set of domains of interaction, e.g. different destinations in
call routing, several topics in translation systems, or different sub-
domains in complex dialog systems [5]. Knowing the domain of
communication —in this context, a domaingenerally corresponds
to a topic—, allows to improve the performance and efficiency of
the different SLS modules [6]. For instance, by selecting the most
appropriate language model of a speech recognizer, by adapting
the dialog manager strategy towards reducing the number of dia-
logue turns, or by dynamically loading the required resources ac-
cording to the current domain of interaction [4, 5, 7].

Assigning domains to user utterances automatically is a key
issue for multi-domain SLS (MD-SLS) [4]. The domain selection
process can be user-guided, by explicitly using a predefined set of
keywords, or dialog-guided, i.e. implicitly detected from speech
recognition hypotheses [4, 5, 7]. The former simplifies the task of
assigning domains but reduces the usability of the SLS. The latter
allows natural navigation thanks to automatic topic classification,
but has to deal with obtaining information from short utterances
despite speech recognition errors [7] —a more complicated task
than topic classification of articles or broadcast news [7, 8].
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the multi-domain text-to-speech syn-
thesis system including automatic domain classification.

2.2. Multi-domain speech corpora

A multi-domain speech corpus can be implemented in terms of
different corpus typologies. There exist two main approaches
from the corpus-based TTS point of view [9, 10], called: i) tier-
ing, that is, defining an independent subcorpus for each domain
[11, 12, 13, 14], and ii) blending, which consists in mixing dif-
ferent corpus subsets into an unique corpus, generally including a
general purpose core [15, 16, 17]. Moreover, this issue has also
been tackled by the HMM-based TTS research community (see
[18] and related work), where these approaches have been called
style dependent modellingand style mixed modelling—stylecor-
responds to a particular kind of domain in MD-TTS context, where
the term domaincan stand for emotion, speaking style, topic, etc.

3. Multi-domain TTS synthesis
The quality of corpus-based TTS systems reflects very heavily the
style and coverage of the recorded speech corpus [9, 10], decreas-
ing when the input text mismatches the corpus domain coverage,
for both GP-TTS [15, 17] and, more obviously, LD-TTS [19, 20].
In a previous work, the MD-TTS approach was defined as a first
attempt to cover the niche between these approaches [3]. This
technique is based on the fact that knowing the most appropri-
ate domain for the input text allows much more proper delivery
[9] —provided that that domain is properly synthesized from the
speech corpus. There are sentences the meaning of which implies
a specific style of delivery (e.g. positive or negative messages by
using a particular prosodic pattern [16, 21]), while others may be
unsuitable for certain speaking styles [18] (e.g. command utter-
ances do not convey sadness or fear [12]). However, there are also
messages the meaning of which depends on the context of commu-
nication [13], thus, the most appropriate speaking style depends on
paralinguistic and extralinguistic information [22] —however, the
study of this issue lies beyond the scope of this work.

In order to be able to infer the domain from the input text
solely, it is necessary to redefine the classic TTS synthesis archi-
tecture by including a new module for conducting domain classifi-
cation (see figure 2), as described in the following paragraphs.

3.1. MD-TTS system architecture

On the way towards improving the naturalness and usability of
HCI systems, MD-TTS synthesis follows a counterpart evolution
to MD-SLS. To that effect, the MD-TTS redefines the classic ar-
chitecture of TTS systems by including a domain classification
module, which interacts with both classic TTS modules, i.e. natu-
ral language processing (NLP) and digital signal processing (DSP)
modules (see figure 2). Hence, in this context, knowing the domain
of the input text allows to: i) help in the normalization process (e.g.
if the input text belongs to a mathematicaldomain, the text “1/2”

should be translated into “half” instead of “January the second”);
ii) choose the most appropriate prosodic model for synthesizing
that domain; iii) select the corresponding subcorpus for tiering ap-
proaches [12, 20] or guide the unit selection process by weighting
accordingly the domain units for blending methods [16, 23]; iv)
control the DSP module as regards the speech characteristics of
that domain (e.g. vocal quality [24]); or v) activate the voice trans-
formation module to resemble the target domain, if necessary; etc.

Furthermore, the MD-TTS architecture allows a flexible and
adaptable TTS design and implementation that can be tuned ac-
cording to the application needs or domain characteristics. Hence,
the MD-TTS architecture can be adapted to whatever the most ap-
propriate synthesis strategy (e.g. corpus-based, HMM-based, or
hybrid solutions) and corpus typology (tiering or blending) are.

3.2. Domain classification

Storing different domains in a corpus is not a problem in itself if
the TTS system is capable of managing this information appropri-
ately [25]. As stated before, the MD-TTS system needs to know,
during the TTS conversion process, which domain is the most suit-
able to conduct the synthesis so as to obtain the highest possible
synthetic speech quality [9] and/or reduce the computational cost
of the unit selection process [3]. The domain selection can be de-
fined as an external task to the TTS system —manual [11, 13] or
supervised selection— or it can be included as an automatic clas-
sification process. The supervised approach can be tackled e.g. by
concept-to-speech synthesis [2] or by tagging the text [12, 20].

However, in order to include this task in the MD-TTS system,
it is necessary to incorporate an automatic domain classification
module in the classic MD-TTS architecture (see figure 2), hence,
going further the typical text analysis of TTS systems (i.e. clas-
sic NLP capabilities). In the current version of our approach, this
module is implemented by an automatic text classification algo-
rithm based on a vector space model representation of texts, which
includes information about the frequency and collocation of words
plus the linguistic structure of text [3], in contrast to classic topic
classification methods based on the bag-of-wordsapproach [8].
Moreover, in its current version, this module is trained using the
text corresponding to the recorded speech corpus (see section 4).

4. Experiments
After validating the viability of MD-TTS synthesis in [3], a tiering
multi-domain Spanish speech corpus (2.5h) has been recorded by a
female professional speaker to evaluate the proposal perceptually.
This corpus consists of 2590 sentences extracted from an adver-
tising database, which are grouped into three different domains:
education (916 sentences), technology (833 sentences) and cos-
metics (841 sentences). Each domain has been recorded using a
predefined speaking style: happy (HAP), neutral (NEU) and sen-
sual (SEN), respectively, regarding the contents of each domain.
Thanks to the correspondence between speaking styles and domain
contents, the automatic text classification module is able to select
the most appropriate speaking style from text. The algorithm is
trained on the 80% of corpus sentences and tested following a 10-
fold random subsampling strategy. The current unit selection mod-
ule is adjusted to extract the set of longest units from the classified
domain, using a simple cost function [20]. The target prosody
(pitch, duration and energy) is extracted from the real prosody of
the tested sentence (copy-prosodystrategy). However, if the classi-
fied domain is wrong, the prosody is predicted by the NLP module.
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(a) Happy prosody + happy domain vs.
happy prosody + neutral domain syntheses.
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(b) Sensual prosody + sensual domain vs.
sensual prosody + neutral domain syntheses.
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(c) Real prosody + real domain vs.classified
prosody + classified domain syntheses.

Figure 3: Preference tests between synthetic results from (a)(b) correct domain and (c) wrong domain classifications.

The following experiments are devoted to analyze the influ-
ence of correct and wrong domain classification decisions on the
synthetic speech quality obtained by the MD-TTS approach when
classifying texts as short as one sentence. It is to note that the av-
erage objective performance of the automatic text classifier across
domains is, in this case, F1 = 0.78, as the harmonic mean of pre-
cision and recall [8] —a forthcoming paper will detail this result.
In the subjective experiments, the evaluators (26 members of our
Dept.) were asked to select the most appropriate version between
two synthetic results obtained from the same sentence, by means
of a preference test including the indistinctoption. The evaluators
were able to listen to the generated files as many times as needed.

4.1. Subjective evaluation of correct domain classifications

The first test analyzes the achieved results when the correct domain
of the input text is chosen. The results obtained by synthesizing
in the correct domain are compared to the results attained from
the neutral domain (used as reference regarding to what could be
achieved by GP synthesis), both using the real prosodic pattern of
the tested sentence. As a MD-TTS system which makes correct de-
cisions is essentially a LD-TTS system in terms of speech quality,
this experiment is equivalent to comparing LD-TTS to GP-TTS.
The test was conducted on 12 sentences extracted from the happy
domain and 15 sensual sentences, by applying a simple greedy al-
gorithm tuned to select phonetically balanced sentences.

The results indicate a clear preference for the correctly classi-
fied domain outcomes over the reference syntheses, for both happy
and sensual domains (see figures 3(a) and 3(b)). The leftmost fig-
ure shows an average preference greater than 80%, including in-
distinguishable selections. Moreover, no evaluator presented more
than 40% of predilection on the general purpose based results. Fur-
thermore, the test on the sensual domain reveals an overwhelming
preference for the correct classification results compared to the ref-
erence. These results are mainly due to the peculiar characteristics
of these domains (specially the whisperingnature of the sensual
domain), the synthesis of which, hitherto, has not been fully solved
by prosodic modelling plus digital signal processing [24]. This is
the main reason they have been explicitly contained in the speech
corpus following a tiering approach, as in [11, 22].

4.2. Subjective evaluation of wrong domain classifications

The second test evaluates the perceptual impact of wrong auto-
matic text classifications with respect to a priori labelling (i.e. real

domain). Hence, this experiment is equivalent to comparing worst-
caseMD-TTS to LD-TTS synthesis. Each evaluator is asked to
select the most appropriate synthetic version as regards the sen-
tence meaning, since the style of delivery depends on the selected
domain. As the tested sentences are assigned to a domain other
than the one they have been originally recorded, the copy-prosody
strategy is substituted by predicting the prosody from text by the
NLP module (using one prosodic model per domain).

Figure 3(c) depicts the achieved results, obtained from 9 sen-
tences misclassified by the automatic text classification module.
As it can be observed, there is a slight preference for the real do-
main results rather than the incorrectly classified versions. How-
ever, the preference pattern is much less clear than the previous
tests, exhibiting a higher deviation among users’ elections, e.g.
there are users with real / classified+indistinctratios ranging from
8/1 to 4/5, but attaining a mean value of 6/3. According to
the users’ perception, this experiment involved the most difficult
elections (e.g. a larger number of turns were needed before decid-
ing), as they were asked to take into account the message contents
in their decisions instead of only comparing the synthetic speech
qualities. Hence, the users showed different criteria when selecting
the most appropriate delivery of the tested sentence, in contrast to
the previous experiment, where a more homogeneous pattern was
obtained (see figures 3(a) and 3(b)). The vague evaluators’ criteria
somehow correlate with the automatic domain misclassifications,
which mostly occur due to sentences with no clear membership to
any domain (e.g. “The best solution”).

5. Discussion

The MD-TTS proposal is included in an incipient research direc-
tion towards incorporating deeper text analysis in the TTS systems
so as to improve their synthetic speech quality. There are several
recent papers focused on this issue by, e.g. extracting the user at-
titude from text [21] or guessing the underlying emotion of the
message [23, 26] (see also references therein). Some of them are
rule-based approaches (e.g. Dictionary of Affectin [23], or adjec-
tives and adverbs lists in [21]), while others are based on machine
learning techniques [26]. The MD-TTS system belongs to this
second approach, however, its main characteristic is that, to date,
it only takes into account the input text without including external
knowledge, such as WordNet [26], although this possibility is left
for future investigations to study if it can improve domain classifi-
cation capabilities for MD-TTS synthesis.



Furthermore, the MD-TTS approach proposes a new direction
towards improving the flexibility of high quality TTS systems, not
just by optimizing the decomposition and reconstruction of the
speech signal or explicitly including different domains in the cor-
pus, as stated in [10], but also by allowing the inclusion of different
synthesis strategies and corpus typologies in the TTS architecture
through automatic text classification (a higher level of data orga-
nization). In this context, the MD-TTS system can be tuned to fit
into the application requirements, instead of developing a TTS sys-
tem from scratch for each new application (e.g. multiple LD-TTS
systems working in parallel).

6. Conclusions
This paper has outlined our proposal towards improving the flex-
ibility of TTS systems by considering multiple domains in the
speech corpus and conducting automatic domain selection at run
time, denoted as MD-TTS synthesis. As a first step towards this
challenging goal, the MD-TTS approach has been implemented
following a tiering corpus-based TTS strategy (due to the diverse
voice qualities of the considered domains). The collected subjec-
tive results reveal that, when MD-TTS works appropriately (i.e.
it is equivalent to LD-TTS), users prefer MD-TTS synthesis over
GP-TTS synthesis, like in [15, 16, 17]. In contrast, when MD-
TTS assigns the input sentence to a domain other than the one it
has been originally recorded (i.e. wrong domain classification),
evaluators showed rather vague preference criteria between syn-
thetic results, as two different LD syntheses are being compared
in this case. However, it is to note that with the current imple-
mentation of the text classification module [3], there is still room
for further research when classifying text as short as one sentence.
Moreover, this algorithm is currently being optimized towards re-
ducing computational cost and improving classification efficiency.
The number of domains of the multi-domain corpus is also being
increased in order to conduct new subjective experiments.
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